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FULL ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
This limited warranty is extended by AAA Kartak Glass, Inc., D.B.A. AAA Kartak
Glass and Closet, Inc., and Kartak Glass, Inc., hereinafter referred to as “KARTAK”, to the
original purchaser and to any succeeding owner, and applies to all glass, mirror, shower door,
mirror door, shelving or other products purchased from KARTAK, except as noted.
What we will do: If your glass, storefront, mirror, shower door, mirror door, closet
shelving or other products supplied by KARTAK should fail for any reason, except as listed
below, within one year from the date of original purchase, delivery or installation if we
install, we will repair the product without charge to you. Parts, service, labor, and travel are
included. Labor is included if KARTAK installed the products supplied by KARTAK at your
project. Be sure to keep a copy of your invoice as it may be required to verify your eligibility.
Note: Certain products may have additional warranties offered by the manufacturer for
longer periods. See KARTAK for details.
What we will not do: This warranty does not cover the failure of any product if it is
damaged while it is in your possession, installed or reinstalled by anyone other than a
KARTAK employee or sub-contractor, used for purposes other than that for which it was
intended, or if the failure is caused by unreasonable use, neglect, unreasonable or careless
handling. Labor is not warrantied for any portion of the work that was delivered only.
GLASS IS A FRAGILE AND HAZARDOUS MATERIAL; CAUTION IS REQUIRED, and
the owner of the glass is responsible for breakage. We do not insure the glass you have
purchased from us against breakage. Glass with any type of cutout is specifically excluded
from any warranty against breakage. THERE ARE NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. SUCH IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE SPECIFICALLY
EXCLUDED.
IN NO EVENT WILL KARTAK BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages,
so the preceding exclusion or limitation may not apply to you. This warranty gives you
specific legal rights, and you may have other legal rights which may vary from state to state.
It is understood that KARTAK makes no verbal warranties, and KARTAK is liable
only for those warranties that are written for the stated time period.
Parts and Labor warranty: Unless otherwise specifically stated any job or part of a
job that is for parts and labor using the customer’s own material is specifically not
warranted. We cannot guarantee products that we did not supply. We will do our best to
work on your materials, but any additional charges for labor, material, or damages will be the
responsibility of the customer and not KARTAK.
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